Abstract. This paper concentrates on experiments with automatic creation of queries from natural language topics, suitable for use in the Extended Boolean information retrieval system. Because of the lack and/or inadequacy of the available methods, we propose a new method, based on pairing terms into a binary tree structure. The results of this method are compared with the results achieved by our implementation of the known method proposed by Salton and also with the results obtained with manually created queries. All experiments were performed on the same collection that was used in the CLEF 2007 campaign.
Introduction
The field of information retrieval (IR) has received a significant surge of attention in the recent two decades, mainly because of the development of World Wide Web and the rapidly increasing number of documents available in electronic form. As a result, new search paradigms that offer alternatives to (still widely-used) "classic" Boolean and vector space models has been introduced, such as the method employing language models [1] or the approach based on the concept of inference networks [2] that even allows the combination of multiple different IR approaches within a single framework, and many others. Some of those paradigms are able to accommodate structured queries -for example the inference network framework mentioned above or the extended Boolean model, on which our paper focuses. However, the possibility of structured queries is rarely being exploited and the bag-of-word approach is used instead. This statement is certainly true for the experiments reported in the Czech task of the Cross-Language Speech Retrieval track that was organized within the CLEF 2007 evaluation campaign [3] , in spite of the fact that the test collection used in this task contains example information requests in the format of rather richly structured TREC-like topics.
In our paper, we will concentrate on the possible ways of automatic creation of the structured queries from the topics formulated in natural language. All the presented methods of query formulation were developed to be used within the framework of the Extended Boolean model and were tested using the same collection that was used in the aforementioned CLEF 2007 campaign. This collection consists of automatically transcribed spontaneous interviews, segmented into "documents" 1 and, as was mentioned above, the set of TREC-like topics. More information about the collection can be found in [4] .
Extended Boolean Model
Extended Boolean model P-Norm was proposed by Salton, Fox and Wu [5] in order to take advantages of vector space retrieval model in Boolean informational retrieval. This model preserves the structure included in Boolean queries, but uses document and query term weights to compute query-document similarity, so the results can be ranked according to decreasing similarity.
There are also many other models referred to as extended Boolean models such as fuzzy set model, Waller-Kraft, Paice and Infinite-One model. All of them were designed to improve the conventional Boolean model, but Lee [6] analyzed the aspects of these models and found out that the P-Norm model is the most suitable for achieving high retrieval effectiveness.
P-Norm Model
When we think of a simple query containing only two terms, connected with Boolean operator (AND, OR), we can represent term assignment in two dimensional space, where each term is assigned different axis. Then we can say, that for the AND query the point (1,1) (the case that both terms are present) is the most desirable location. On the other hand, for the OR query is the point (0,0) the least desirable location (both terms are absent). The similarity of a document and a query is then computed as a distance between these points and the document, according to the type of the query. For AND query, the query-document similarity is represented by the complement of the distance between the document and the (1,1) point. For OR query the similarity measure is the distance between the document and the point (0,0).
The P-Norm model uses the L p vector norm for measuring this distances. Considering a set of terms t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ,..., t n , we can denote w ti,dj the weight of the term t i in the document d j and w ti,q the weight of the term t i in a given query q. The query-document similarity measure is then defined as
Changing the value of the parameter p from 1 to ∞ will modify the behavior of the model from pure vector space model (p = 1) to conventional Boolean model (p = ∞ , term weights only binary). For the values between 1 and ∞ we obtain an intermediate system between the vector space and Boolean model.
Term Weights
Since we have no special information about document terms importance, we use the combined tf · idf weight as w ti,dj . The idf -inverse document frequency part of this weight represents the importance of a term in the whole collection of documents, the tf -term frequency part represents the occurrence of a term in a concrete document. Suppose we have N documents in the collection, n i of them contains the term t i , tf i,j represents the number of occurrences of the term t i in the document d j . Then the weight w ti,dj can be defined as
To ensure, that 0 ≤ w ti,dj ≤ 1, the expression (3) is used in a normalized form
For the w ti,q weight we use simple idf i weight.
Automatic Query Formulation
As mentioned before, the topics in our collection were in natural language (see Fig. 1 for example), so we needed to transform them into Boolean queries. It is not possible to always do that manually, because of the large number of topics and terms in them, so we need to create the queries automatically. We implemented Salton's original method for automatic creation of Boolean queries described in [7] and compared it with a new method we proposed, based on pairing the terms into a binary tree. For comparison, we tried simply ORing all terms and, on the other hand, manually creating some queries. 
Simple Method
The simplest method for the automatic creation of a Boolean query is to take all words as they are in a natural language query and connect them with OR operators (we tried also only AND). Boolean query composed in that way takes no advantage of which Boolean model can give us.
Original Salton's Method
In this section the method for automatic creation of Boolean queries proposed by Salton is described in short. As an input, we need to have the natural language query and the desired number of retrieved documents wanted by the user (m). The algorithm of creating a Boolean query can be described as:
1. Take single terms t i from the query that do not appear on stop words list. Set n i as the number of items indexed by term t i . 2. Generate term pairs with AND operator (t i AN D t j ) and estimate the number of items retrieved as n i · n j /N . N is the total number of items.
Generate term triples (t i AN D t j AN D t k ) and compute n
When needed generate also quadruples and estimate
Compute the weight for single terms, term pairs, triples, quadruples as an inverse term occurrence frequency (like idf value),computed as
Formulate a broad OR query from single terms with the highest weight. Estimate the number of retrieved items by that query as n i over all included terms. 6. If n i > m modify the query by iteratively removing single terms of the lowest weight and adding term pairs (combinations of removed terms) . When needed start removing term pairs and adding term triples in the same way, possibly remove triples adding quadruples. 7. Stop the process when n i + n ij + n ijk + n ijkl is approximately equal to the number of desired items m.
New "Tree-Growing" Method
The method described above is quite complicated and computationally intensive, so we tried to find out some new simpler method, which however should achieve the same or better results. The resulting query also should have some structure to take advantage of the Boolean query processing. The idea of this method is as follows:
1. Take all terms in a query (possibly remove that terms which appear on the stop words list). We tried some different ways of choosing only some terms from the topic, the comparison of these approaches is shown in Sect. 4. 2. Sort the terms by idf value (computed as described in Sect. 2.2) in decreasing order. 3. Make pairs from the terms by connecting two adjacent terms in the list with AND operator, starting from the terms with highest weights. The result of this step is a list of pairs of terms(t i AN D t j ). Compute the idf value of these pairs as an average of the idf weights of contained terms, i.e. (t i + t j )/2.
4. Sort the list of pairs of terms and connect these pairs further, but this time with the OR operator. Compute the idf weight of this pairs the same way as in step 3. 5. Continue this process (step 4) iteratively until you have the resulting pair (of pairs of pairs ....).
The process described above creates the binary tree structure of a query (see Fig. 2 ), where as leaves we have terms and as a root we have the final query. 
Manual Construction
Queries were manually constructed from topics with respect to the structure of sentences and their meaning. For example, synonyms were connected with OR operator, term phrases with AND operator, then they were parenthesized according to the structure of the sentence. This way we can fully exploit the advantages of Boolean structure in the query.
Experiments
The segmented collection we used for experiments (as mentioned above) has 22581 "documents", methods were tested on 29 CLEF 2007 training topics. As an evaluation measure we used mean Generalized Average Precision (mGAP) as used in CLEF 2006 and 2007 Czech task [8] [3] . Both documents and topics were lemmatized in order to achieve better retrieval performance (as showed in [9] ) and stop words were omitted. As terms for creating queries were used words from <title> (T) and <desc> (D) fields of the topics. The <narr> (N) field could not be used because then we would have too many terms for manually creating the query and even for the testing of Salton's method. Salton's method looked promising at the first sight, but when we experimented with it we discovered many problems. This method was designed for queries with small number of terms and tested on a very small collection (1033 documents), but we have very long queries (sometimes 30 terms and even more with all TDN fields of the topic) and much bigger collection. For example the query used in original paper as example has 4 terms, which means that they can be combined into 6 pairs or 4 triples. That can be easily created and retrieved. When we take query with 10 terms, we have 45 pairs or 120 triples or 210 quadruples. With 30 terms in original query, we get 435 pairs, 4060 triples or 27405 quadruples. Creating and retrieving such a query is very time and memory consuming, so we had to use only terms with really high idf weight (idf > 0.9) in queries that had more than 10 terms in order to get any results at all.
The performance comparison of all tested methods is shown on Fig. 3 . As expected, the simple method (both operator variants) had the worst results. This is not surprising, as it did not use any organization of the terms. All other methods had better results, although Salton's method only slightly. Salton's method was tested with different values for parameter m (30 -1000), the value used in comparison (m = 100) had the best results. As can be seen, the method we proposed had better results, almost reaching the performance achieved for the manually created queries for p = 5 (which we suggest is the best setting -more experiments bellow). Manually created queries naturally yielded the best results as they were created with regard to the semantic properties of the terms (such as synonymy for example).
We have also done experiments with different ways of creating the query with the proposed method, such as using all terms or only terms with the highest weights, varying the number of levels with AND operator, etc. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen from the comparison, the best results are obtained when adding all terms from the topic as many times as they occur in the natural language query. It is also clear that sorting terms by decreasing idf is important.
